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Abstract—Recent demand and interest in wireless, mobile-based
healthcare has driven significant interest towards developing alternative biopotential electrodes for patient physiological monitoring.
The conventional wet adhesive Ag/AgCl electrodes used almost
universally in clinical applications today provide an excellent
signal but are cumbersome and irritating for mobile use. While
electrodes that operate without gels, adhesives and even skin
contact have been known for many decades, they have yet to
achieve any acceptance for medical use. In addition, detailed
knowledge and comparisons between different electrodes are not
well known in the literature. In this paper, we explore the use
of dry/noncontact electrodes for clinical use by first explaining
the electrical models for dry, insulated and noncontact electrodes
and show the performance limits, along with measured data. The
theory and data show that the common practice of minimizing
electrode resistance may not always be necessary and actually lead
to increased noise depending on coupling capacitance. Theoretical
analysis is followed by an extensive review of the latest dry electrode developments in the literature. The paper concludes with
highlighting some of the novel systems that dry electrode technology has enabled for cardiac and neural monitoring followed
by a discussion of the current challenges and a roadmap going
forward.
Index Terms—Biopotentials, electrocardiograms (ECG), electroencephalograms (EEG).

I. INTRODUCTION

B

IOPOTENTIAL recordings in the form of electrocardiograms (ECG), electroencephalograms (EEG), electrooculograms (EOG) and electromyograms (EMG) are indispensable
and vital tools for both medical and research use. These well-
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proven signal modalities provide a wealth of physiological information, which by virtue of modern bioinstrumentation technology can be harnessed noninvasively and inexpensively for
the emerging global health applications of clinical physiological monitoring and medical treatment [1], [2].
Traditionally, Ag/AgCl electrodes with wet conductive gels
are used for biopotential recordings. The standard Ag/AgCl
electrode has been well-characterized and studied over many
decades [3]–[5]. Most of its properties are well understood [6],
and sufficient empirical data exists for mechanism that are not,
such as low-frequency noise and drift [4]. Nevertheless, with
proper preparation, the signal is excellent.
The basic principles behind gel-less electrodes are also well
known. Despite decades of research in alternative biopotential
sensor technologies [7]–[10] for ECG and EEG applications,
the standard wet Ag/AgCl electrode is still almost universally
used for clinical and research applications. Each year billions
of disposable adhesive ECG clinical electrodes are produced,
while dry electrodes are limited to niche, nonmedical/scientific,
applications like fitness monitoring and toys.
The usefulness and performance of dry and noncontact electrodes can be divided in to two categories. The first relates to
the to the signal quality of the device in terms of noise and
motion sensitivity. Second, because electrodes interface to the
skin either in contact or close proximity to the body, the specific electrode must also be evaluated for comfort and utility at
the system level. This paper aims to critically address the latest
developments in dry and noncontact electrodes accounting for
both of these considerations. One chief advantage of the standard clinical wet electrode is the fact that it adheres very well
to skin. While problematic from a patient comfort standpoint
for long-term use, adhesive wet electrodes stay fixed to specific, clinical-standard locations on the body. Dry and noncontact electrodes address the comfort issues with the adhesive wet
electrode, but are much more difficult to secure against the patient. Thus for these technologies to be clinically useful, mechanical solutions must be devised to place the electrodes in the
proper position (such as the 12-lead ECG) or an alternative application niche must be found. It is for these reasons, that dry
and noncontact electrodes are unlikely to replace the standard
hospital ECG or EEG electrode.
The literature around dry electrode technology is quite vast,
but dispersed across multiple, semi-isolated, research groups
and publications. In addition, the amount of information is compounded by all of the possible applications (ECG, EEG, etc).
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Fig. 1. Electrical coupling of skin-electrode interface for various electrode topologies, including wet-contact gel-based Ag/AgCl, dry-contact MEMS and metal
plate, thin-film insulated metal plate, and noncontact metal plate coupling through hair or clothing such as cotton. Insets show examples of practical electrodes for
each category as described in Section III.

With that in mind, this paper reviews the latest developments in
dry/noncontact electrodes while providing a historical context
and a discussion of the challenges and future directions for this
field. In 2000, Searle et al. [3] published a detailed comparison
between standard wet Ag/AgCl and their specific implementation of a dry and insulating electrodes from an impedance, interference motion artifact rejection perspective. In contrast to
conventional wisdom, their paper demonstrated that dry and insulate electrodes (if buffered and shielded) can perform as well,
if not better than, standard wet Ag/AgCl electrodes in each of
these respects. However, the intrinsic noise properties of the
electrode were not discussed and the paper was limited to only
two, specific dry and insulated electrode implementations.
This paper presents a systematic comparison between the various contact and noncontact electrode technologies with a focus
on quantifying the noise performance and motion sensitivity
as a function of physical and electrical parameters, as well as
their unobtrusiveness and ease for clinical use. The following
section presents a general model of the electrode interface, described and characterized with measurements from an electrical
perspective. This establishes the fundamental principles for dry
and noncontact electrodes and describes the fundamental signal
quality limits. The different electrode technologies and their
properties are surveyed next, and the paper concludes with a
discussion of the latest developments in the literature along with
future directions and challenges.
II. SKIN-ELECTRODE INTERFACE
The concept of “electrode” is rooted in the study of electrochemical cells where electrical transport is governed by oxidation and reduction reactions taking place at the interface between a metal and an electrolyte. A conventional wet-contact
electrode fits this description, since the metal conductor of the
electrode is bathed in an electrolyte gel or solution that buffers
the electrolytic composition through the outer and inner layers

of the skin. Therefore, a wet-contact electrode is well characterized by a half-cell potential, a double layer capacitance, and parallel and series resistances as shown in Fig. 1. For a dry-contact
or noncontact electrode, however, the interface is more complex
and other processes enter the electrical interactions in skin-electrode coupling. The performance of the electrode is critical, especially given the small signal amplitude of ECG (1 mV) and
EEG signals (10–100 V).
In general, the coupling between skin and electrode can be described as a layered conductive and capacitive structure, with series combinations of parallel RC elements. The type of electrode
and skin coupling results in several such structures, as shown in
Fig. 1, with different conductance and capacitance values. For
each of these electrode types, typically one of the RC sections
dominates and the electrical coupling may be represented as a
single element with conductance in parallel with capacitance
, or a simplified coupling admittance
.
It is important to realize that both conductance and capacitance are important in characterizing electrode performance. In
what follows we will show that the conventional notion that
low resistance (high conductance) is essential for good electrode performance could be misleading, and that maximizing
resistance (minimizing conductance) in electrode-skin coupling
is actually beneficial in certain important limiting cases. This
unconventional and seemingly counter-intuitive observation derives from simple circuit theory validated by experimental data,
which we offer here for the benefit of the reader who may have
missed this important point from previous literature coverage on
electrode interfaces. Thereby, we hope to rectify misunderstandings in the role of coupling conductance on noise performance
and sensitivity to guide better and more informed decisions in
the design of the electrode and the skin coupling medium.
A. Electrical Model
To accurately model the effect of the skin-electrode coupling
on the quality and robustness of the received
admittance
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Fig. 2. (Left) Simplified topology and circuit model of a general, actively shielded biopotential amplifier [11]. Active shield guards high-impedance input from
interference by other sources and implies capacitive coupling between source and amplifier output. (Right) Simple implementation for dry active electrode made
from standard PCB [14]. Exposed metal on bottom surface contacts skin. The electrode can also work as a noncontact through insulation such as cotton. More
complex designs can be found in [11]–[13].

Fig. 3. Dry/noncontact amplifier circuit noise model along (a) with a simplified plot of frequency behavior of (b) various noise sources. (c) For each RC layer,
noise contribution can be decreased by either drastically increasing resistance towards infinity, increasing capacitance, or reducing the resistance towards zero.

signal, it is necessary to account for the electrical coupling between the skin and the amplifier connected to the electrode to
acquire the signal. We consider the general, actively shielded
amplifier topology shown in Fig. 2 (left), chosen for its relative
immunity to interference from other sources and line noise [3].
This topology conforms to many of the published amplifier circuits for dry-contact and noncontact electrodes, e.g., [11]–[13].
A particularly simple low-power and compact realization, which
is used in the experimental data presented in this survey, is illustrated in Fig. 2 (right).
We define the following electrical signals and parameters in
reference to the circuit topology in Fig. 2 (left) and its noise
model in Fig. 3 (left):

active shield to electrode capacitance;
amplifier voltage gain.
As shown in the Appendix, the resulting received output signal
can be written as
(1)
with a source-to-output signal voltage gain

(2)

signal source on skin surface;
signal recorded at amplifier output;

and source input-referred voltage noise

input referred amplifier voltage noise;
net current noise at amplifier input;
, skin-electrode coupling admittance;
, amplifier input admittance;

(3)
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Fig. 4. Measured noise spectrum of various electrode types, placed at close proximity on forearm at rest, along with predicted (dotted lines) thermal noise
limits (6) from measured skin-electrode coupling impedance data. (Top) The instrumentation noise floor of the amplifier (Fig. 2) is also shown for reference.
(Bottom) Time-domain noise plots are also shown.

These expressions give a quantitative means to analyze the
noise performance as well as the motion and friction sensitivity
of various electrode topologies in terms of physical and electrical circuit parameters, presented in the following.
B. Noise
The source input-referred noise power density follows diand
represent the power
rectly from (3) where
and
(RMS squared) of the two input noise generators,

(4)

active shield capacitance as well as amplifier input capacitance.
However, as shown in Fig. 3, this first noise contribution does
not typically dominate at frequencies of interest, except for
noncontact electrodes at large distance with poor electrode
coupling. The second, and typically more significant noise
component, is proportional to the net current noise
into the coupling impedance. This net current noise combines
thermal noise contributed from the skin-electrode coupling
and amplifier input conductance , besides
conductance
. This noise component is
amplifier input current noise
fundamental to the skin-electrode coupling interface which
typically dominates contributions from the amplifier. In the
limit of a perfect noiseless, infinite input impedance amplifier,
the source input-referred noise power density (5) reduces to

(5)

(6)

The relative contributions of the two noise components are
illustrated in Fig. 3. The first noise component, proportional to
the amplifier voltage input noise
, is scaled by a factor
inversely proportional to the electrode coupling efficiency. For
low-impedance contact sensors, this voltage noise component
reduces to the amplifier noise floor, while for high-impedance
contact sensors such as noncontact geometries, the amplifier
.
voltage noise floor is amplified by a factor
This noise amplification could be reduced by minimizing the

Paradoxically, (6) shows that fundamentally the source
input-referred noise can be reduced to zero in two limits of
particular interest: either infinite coupling conductance (low-resistance contact sensing), or infinite coupling impedance
(capacitive noncontact sensing). This presents a rather interesting dichotomy—either of the two extreme cases of zero
resistance and infinite resistance of skin-electrode contact are
actually optimal for low-noise signal reception.
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Fig. 5. ECG samples taken from various dry-contact and noncontact test electrodes (metal contact, thin film insulation, cotton noncontact), plotted against signal
taken simultaneously from wet Ag/AgCl electrode. Data is shown from .7 to 100 Hz bandwidth without 50/60 Hz notch. Increased noise floor of plastic and cotton
electrodes are not readily visible at ECG scales. Signal distortion can be seen on R-wave for cotton electrode due to increased source impedance.
TABLE I
MEASURED ELECTRODE IMPEDANCES

Measured data on noise obtained from the differential signal
between two closely spaced electrodes on the forearm at rest are
given in Fig. 4, showing general agreement with the noise model
(6) with measured values of coupling resistance and capacitance
(Table I). As expected, the instrumentation noise floor of the amplifier (Fig. 2) is dominated by the measured data, confirming
that the conditions for the limit model (6) are satisfied. Interestingly, the only electrode type with consistently higher observed
noise than the predicted thermal noise from the skin-electrode
coupling noise model are the wet-contact Ag/AgCl electrodes
-like low-frequency drifts of
at lower frequencies. Elevated
the Ag/AgCl offset (half potential mismatch) voltage were confirmed in extended (1-hour) recordings and are consistent with
observations in Huigen et al. [4].
One interesting result from this experiment is that for “capacitive” noncontact electrodes operating through clothing [14],
[15] , the noise performance and electrode coupling is actually
dominated by the resistive component of the cotton layer rather

than a capacitance. In many cases, dry contact electrodes are
much more capacitively dominated than noncontact electrodes
through clothing. Although difficult to imagine, cotton actually
), and is espeacts as a poorly conductive electrode ( 200
cially harmful for biopotential measurements. The impedance
of cotton is such that the coupling is mostly resistive in the frequencies of interest, and amounts to adding a large and noisy
series resistor in the signal path. Had the resistance been higher
(i.e., very dry), or the shirt been thinner (increased capacitance),
the noise floor would have been lower. However, the increased
noise did not prevent some acceptable ECG measurements.
Sample ECG data recorded from the same system with
metal-plate electrodes mounted on the chest is shown in Fig. 5,
showing reasonably accurate correspondence between the
dry-contact as well as noncontact electrodes against a wet
Ag/AgCl electrode reference, even for electrodes placed over
a shirt. The capability to continuously record ECG without
direct skin contact opens the door to long-term clinical home
diagnosis and care applications (Section IV).
C. Motion and Friction
Relative motion of electrodes with respect to the body, as well
as friction of electrodes against the body surface, give rise to
artifacts in the received signals that are one of the main impediments against the acceptance of dry-electrode and noncontact
biopotential sensors in mobile clinical settings. These artifacts,
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however, are not unique to electrodes with poor resistive contact
and arise in low-resistance wet-contact electrodes as well. They
can be reduced, but not eliminated, by partly containing the relative motion to careful mechanical design, although at some expense in the comfort, size and weight of the mounted sensors.
The effect of motion and friction on the signal reception can
be readily identified, to first order, from the electrical model (1),
(2) and (3). We distinguish between two sources of error that are
induced by motion of the electrode relative to the body surface:
transversal motion, and lateral motion and friction.
Transversal motion primarily gives rise to instantaneous
changes in the skin-electrode coupling impedance, changes
which can be discontinuous for contact-based sensors in the
absence of a gel bath between skin and electrode. The effect
of these impedance changes are similar to the signal arising
due to membrane deflections in a microphone and need to be
carefully mitigated in the circuit design to avoid vibration and
other mechanical deflection sensitivity. According to (2), the
are nulled out
effect of changes in coupling admittance
when the following impedance balancing condition is met:
(7)
or, equivalently
(8)
(9)
The zero input conductance condition (8) is readily implemented with a CMOS or other high-impedance amplifier. The
balanced capacitance condition (9) is more difficult to implement since input impedance depends on circuit nonidealities
that may vary with signal level, such as amplifier protection
diodes. The most common approach taken for precise tuning
of the capacitive balance is to provide a variable voltage gain
or trimmed capacitance active shield , although repeated
adjustments may be necessary and are costly to implement. A
simple alternative approach, also extensively used, is to provide
, along with minimizing
unity gain active shielding
the input capacitance . This approach is taken in the active
electrode of Fig. 2, with a unity gain connected LMP7702 with
5 pF input capacitance.
Lateral motion in contact may induce friction when the electrode is in direct contact with the skin or with a partially solid
coupling medium, a source of error due to possible induction
of triboelectric charge onto the electrode surface. No satisfying
quantitative models exist to generally describe this effect, but
to first order we may consider continuous friction to induce a
triboelectric current adding to the net current noise into the amplifier input, resulting in an additional voltage noise component

(10)
which shows that low skin-electrode impedance (either in terms
of low coupling resistance, or high coupling capacitance) directly reduces the effect of friction.
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Fig. 6 qualitatively illustrates the effect of walking and running body activity, inducing motion and friction in random directions, on the ECG signal recorded using noncontact electrodes over a cotton shirt, in comparison to wet contact sensors
simultaneously mounted on the skin under the shirt. A tight vest
around the waist assisted in mechanically containing the relative motion, and a wireless interface provided mobility while
avoiding common-mode noise and line noise pick-up [14]. The
wet contact sensors showed reduced, but not completely eliminated, signal artifacts during activity relative to the noncontact
sensors. The R wave of the ECG however remained clearly visible both for the wet and noncontact sensors. Practical issues
with motion and friction are further discussed in Section II-D
and more particularly for noncontact sensors in Section III-B.
D. Practical Design Considerations
Broadly speaking, two approaches have been taken to resolve
the issue of electrode-skin contact impedance for low-noise,
low-artifact biopotential sensing. The traditional solution has
been to simply abrade the skin to obtain a very low contact resistance (5–10 ). At the other extreme, one common practice
has been to employ an amplifier with such high input impedance
that the skin-electrode impedance becomes negligible. For wet
electrodes, neither extreme is necessary, but the problem of contact impedance becomes a much more pressing problem for dry
and noncontact sensors, for which maximizing input impedance
is the only viable alternative.
Achieving truly nonconductive noncontact sensing, however,
is difficult in practice. Fully accounting for the electrical coupling between the skin and the electrode, and its effect on noise
(4), is generally quite complex, because of the different layers
of coupling involved through skin and the coupling medium
(Fig. 1). Low resistance layers generate no appreciable thermal
noise. High resistivity layers may generate large thermal noise
voltages, but these voltages get shunted away as long as the
impedance of the parallel capacitance is sufficiently low over
the frequencies of interest. At the most basic level, the coupling impedance can be described as a single resistance in series
with a parallel conductance-capacitance combination (center in
Fig. 1). In practice, we find (Fig. 4) that all electrode types
couple signals both resistively and capacitively in the frequencies of interest for biopotential signals. The interplay between
electrode conductance and capacitance is one of the critical factors determining the limits on noise performance.
Also, the success in reducing noise by increasing coupling resistance depends on the impedance level of the coupling capacitance, which strongly depends on frequency. For low capacitive
coupling (at large distance), higher electrode resistances translate directly into increased noise levels, both intrinsically due to
thermal noise and induced by motion and friction artifacts. According to (6), increasing the coupling resistance only lowers
larger than
. This value
noise for values of resistance
becomes exceedingly large for increasing electrode distances.
For this reason, the most demanding applications where close
proximity to the skin cannot be warranted, like research EEG
over haired skull, still require wet electrodes.
In summary, nearly all aspects of the performance of an electrode are critically limited by the physical properties of the inter-
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Fig. 6. A 10-s comparison of noise and drift from wet Ag/AgCl (red trace) versus noncontact electrodes (black trace) during various activities, inducing motion
and friction. Noncontact electrodes were fixed in a tight wireless chest band on top of a cotton shirt [14].

face between skin and the electrode, rather than amplifier goodness criteria (even though these still need to be met).
III. ELECTRODE TECHNOLOGIES
A. Dry Electrodes
In contrast to wet Ag/AgCl electrodes, dry electrodes are
designed to operate without an explicit electrolyte. Instead, it
is usually supplied by moisture on the skin (i.e., sweat). Numerous variations of dry electrodes exist ranging from simple
stainless steel discs to micro-fabricated silicon structures with
built-in amplifier circuitry. Employing dry contact sensors is
somewhat more challenging in practice than traditional techniques largely due to the increased skin-electrode impedance,
although the impedance can be quite comparable to wet electrodes after a few minutes due to sweat and moisture buildup
[16]. Successful designs use either an active electrode circuit to
buffer the signal before driving any cabling or alternatively penetrate the skin to achieve a low contact impedance.
In its simplest form, a dry electrode can be built from any
conductive material in contact with the skin, such as a flat metal
disc (Fig. 2) and is well-known in the literature [16]. As an example, Valchinov et al. presents a modern variation of this design in 2004. Performance and signal quality of these simple
electrodes can be as good as wet electrodes, especially if an amplifier [17] is onboard. Dry electrodes work well for quick measurements (such as exercise machines), but suffer from usability

problems for normal clinical applications. Standard wet electrodes usually include an adhesive material to fix the electrode
in proper locations, and a hydrogel or wet-foam to both lower
the skin impedance, and buffer the electrode against mechanical
motion. Adding an adhesive material to place these dry electrode in the proper clinical locations for continuous use eliminates many of its comfort/convenience advantages. Nevertheless, the simplicity and durability of metal dry electrodes make
it highly useful for applications like ECG event monitors where
short, infrequent use over long periods of time is expected.
Flexible versions of the dry electrode based on rubber [18],
fabric [19]–[21] or foam are also possible and more appealing
from both a comfort and usability standpoint. Softer materials
have the advantage of conforming easily against the skin, increasing comfort and contact area. Gruetzmann et al. demonstrated a foam electrode [22], which exhibited excellent stability
with increased resistance to motion artifact versus the wet and
rigid dry Ag/AgCl electrode.
The high-resistance layer of the skin, the Stratum Corneum,
is typically abraded or hydrated to achieve a lower resistance
and better electrode contact. It is also possible to penetrate the
10–40- m layer with microfabricated needles [23], [24]. Bypassing the Stratum Corneum can achieve a contact as good as,
if not better than, a standard Ag/AgCl electrode [23] without
the need for any skin preparation or gel. To date, preliminary
data has been available for EEG applications of this electrode.
However, long-term studies on the hygiene, comfort and safety
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of this technology is unavailable. The authors have observed irritation and slight pain when using these electrodes. It is certainly conceivable that they must be single use, and necessarily
be packaged presterilized.
For EEG, recording signals reliably through thick layers of
hair remains one of the key challenges. One technique, using
dry sensors that do not require scalp preparation, involves the
use of thin fingers that can penetrate through hair, first described
in a patent by Gevins et al. in 1990 [25]. Several research groups
have demonstrated this technique successfully. Matthews et al.
[15] presents one well-characterized version of this sensor and
shows that the EEG signal obtained can be largely comparable to
wet electrodes, for stationary subjects. However, the high skincontact impedance results in a much larger motion artifact with
the dry sensors. Fiedler et al. published a TiN-based fingered
finger
dry electrode that reported an impedance of 14–55
finger [15]).
versus around 10
The final type of dry electrode, first demonstrated by Lopez
and Richardson in 1968 [8], does not require ohmic contact at
all [10]. In Richardson’s original design, a simple Aluminum
disc was anodized to form a large blocking capacitor in series
with the skin. Signals were capacitively coupled to the input of
an FET buffer amplifier and subsequently connected to standard
instrumentation.
Taheri et al. expanded on this design by fabricating an insulated electrode on a silicon substrate which integrated a buffer
amplifier [26]. It was also designed to have multiple, redundant
sensing sites along with a simple algorithm to select the channels that are most likely to have a good contact.
The combination of a good dielectric material combined with
physical skin contact means that the coupling capacitance for
insulated electrodes is relatively large, from 300 pF [26] to several nanofarads. As a result, designing a bias network with low
noise and frequency response for clinical grade signals is very
feasible with a standard high-impedance input FET amplifier.
In most respects, the usage and performance of insulated
electrodes is quite similar to dry electrodes in practice. Some
limited data exists that suggest capacitively coupled electrodes
suffer from less skin-motion artifact noise than dry electrodes
[3]. More detailed studies need to be conducted to determine
what advantage, if any, can be achieved by inserting a layer of
insulation between the skin and electrode. From an electrical
perspective, the high capacitance of the thin insulation layer is
an effective short at signal frequencies and have no effect on the
signal quality vis-a-vis dry electrodes. One obvious downside,
however, is that the insulated nature of the electrode precludes
a frequency response down to DC, which may be important for
certain applications.
B. Noncontact, Capacitive Electrodes
Wet and dry electrodes both require direct physical skin contact to operate. The final type of sensor, the noncontact electrode, can sense signals with an explicit gap between the sensor
and body. This enables the sensor to operate without a special
dielectric layer and through insulation like hair, clothing or air.
Noncontact electrodes have been typically described simply as
coupling signals through a small capacitance (10’s pF) [11],
[12], [27]. In reality, however, there is typically an important
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resistive element (
) as well, since the typical insulation (i.e., fabric) will also have a non-neglible resistance [28].
As shown previously, signal coupling through noncontact electrodes can be actually dominated by the resistive part of the
source impedance which can cause a large input voltage noise.
Designing an amplifier to acquire signals from such a high
source impedance is quite challenging. Typical design problems
include achieving a high enough input impedance and a stable
bias network that does introduce excessive noise. Finally, very
high impedance nodes are susceptible to any stray interference
and motion induced artifacts.
Nevertheless, in 1994, Prance et al. demonstrated a working
noncontact system with an array of 25 ECG senors [29] that
was designed to acquire signals with a 3-mm spacing from the
body. A low-leakage biasing circuit using a bootstrapped reverse diode, combined with positive feedback to neutralize the
parasitic input capacitance, was used to achieve an extremely
, 10
F). However,
high impedance, reported at (10
it is not clear how these measurements were made or over
what bandwidth. In addition, the effective input impedance
with neutralization is a complex function of both the coupling
capacitance and frequency.
In 2000, Prance et al. published an improved version based
on the INA116 electrometer instrumentation amplifier from
Burr-Brown (Texas Instruments) with a lower noise floor [30].
It again utilizes positive feedback for neutralization of the input
capacitance. While the specifics were not published, it can
be inferred that the process is far from perfect, as it requires
manual calibration and different devices do not match well
[31]. Detailed descriptions of bootstrapping and neutralization
techniques, however, can be found in unrelated fields [32] as
well as a very old publication [33] based on vacuum tubes, but
the principles are fully applicable to modern amplifiers. It is not
clear as to what advantages of attempting to maintain such a
high input impedance are, as many other papers show excellent
results with much simpler circuits.
The ability to sense biopotential signals through insulation
has resulted in ingenious implementations ranging from sensors
mounted on beds [21], [28] , chairs [34] and even toilet seats
[35]. In general, the signal quality ranges from poor to quite
good, as long as proper shielding and subject grounding techniques are utilized [36].
Conventional systems typically use a driven-right-leg active
ground to further minimize common-mode noise [37]. Kim et
al. makes an important contribution in this field by extending
the analysis for the driven-right-leg scheme for capacitive applications [36]. In particular, he shows that an active ground,
even capacitively coupled, is highly effective at reducing line
noise. It is worthwhile to note that the active ground connection can be capacitive as well for a system that is truly noncontact. This extra degree of common-mode rejection is especially
useful in light of the input impedance problem. Alternatively,
Matthews et al. reported a proprietary grounding scheme, different from the classical DRL, that employed high-impedance
dry electrodes [13].
Unfortunately, specific key circuit and construction details for
noncontact sensors have generally not been available in the literature. In particular, the critical information relating to input
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Fig. 7. High impedance input node settling time. Lead was disrupted at t = 5 s. It takes more than 15 s for trace to recover, showing problem with recovery time
for AC coupled instrumentation. Input was designed to have cutoff of 0.05 Hz in line with ECG standards.

biasing, input capacitance neutralization and circuit reference/
grounding that allow someone to duplicate the sensor and experiments have been scarce. A complete design for a noncontact, wireless ECG/EEG system can be found in [14], which improves and summarizes their previous designs [12], [27], [38],
[39]. These noncontact sensor designs are very simple and robust, manufactured completely on a standard PCB with inexpensive and commonly available components (chip resistors, capacitors and the National LMP7723 and LMP2232). The critical input node was left floating and it was found that the input
can reliably self-bias purely through the device’s internal ESD
protection structure and other parasitic leakages. Since no extra
conductive devices were added to the input, the circuit achieved
the optimal noise performance of the amplifier. The DC offset
was simply removed with a passive high-pass filter before the
second, differential gain stage. The sensor performed well in
laboratory environments and 60 Hz noise was virtually absent
through the use of proper shielding, an active ground and a fully
isolated, wireless system. These papers can serve as a useful
starting point and timesaver for researchers who wish to develop
and experiment with their own noncontact sensors.
One key drawback with capacitive, noncontact sensors, as
explained in Section II-C, is their susceptibility to motion artifacts. Several authors have demonstrated performance comparable to clinical adhesive electrodes [13], [14], through a t-shirt,
with a moving subject for ECG. The caveat, however, was that
this required a tight vest and chest band to secure the noncontact electrodes in place [14]. This highlights the key, unresolved
problem with noncontact electrodes—susceptibility to motioninduced artifacts. For noncontact electrodes, artifacts tend to
be dominated by three sources. First, the high-impedance, capacitively-coupled, input node of the electrode exhibits a large
time settling time constant. Second, displacements in the electrode-to-skin distance can cause artifacts [40]. Finally, friction
between the electrode and insulation (fabric, hair, etc.) can cause
large voltage excursion at the sensitive input.

Typically, noncontact electrodes exhibit poor settling times
due to the high-pass characteristic at the electrode. Fig. 7 shows
the settling for a noncontact ECG sensor with a low-frequency
response that extends down to 0.05 Hz prescribed for ECG. Recovery times of upwards of 10 s can be seen and are exacerbated by the noncontact electrode’s susceptibility to movement
induced overloads and artifacts. Faster recovery is possible by
shifting the corner frequency of the high-pass filter, but at a cost
of distorting the signal waveform. Achieving a good frequency
response without the settling time problem remains challenging.
All known noncontact sensor designs deliberately limit the
high-pass corner frequency to at least around 0.5 to 1 Hz,
which introduces appreciable distortion in the ECG waveform. The clinical usefulness of this distorted ECG versus the
standard trace is not known by the authors and needs further
consideration.
Simple models have been devised to model and solve the displacement artifact for capacitive ECG sensors [40], proposed by
Ottenbacher et al., but rely on precise knowledge of the coupling
capacitance. Thus, while effective in simulations and controlled
bench experiments, it has yet to be reliably demonstrated on actual live recordings. On the other hand, there is no known solution to friction-induced artifacts.
As it stands, there is no real impediment to building fully
functional noncontact sensors from standard off-the-shelf amplifiers, and the actual implementation can be as simple as a dry
electrode, with proper component selection. For actual usage,
the noncontact electrode’s susceptibility to motion artifacts,
friction and thermal noise are problematic.
IV. SYSTEMS
The relative utility of dry-contact and noncontact electrodes,
in contrast with the more established and widespread wet-contact electrodes, is inextricably tied to novel systems applications
or tools that it can enable. In this section, we discuss such enabling systems application domains for two main clinical needs:
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Fig. 8. Dry and noncontact electrode systems. ECG: (a) chest harness [41], (b) polar heart strap, (c) noncontact vest [14], (d) chair [42], [43], (e) wireless band-aid
[20] and (f) dry chest strap [15]. EEG: (g) Neurosky single channel headset, (h) dry MEMs cap [44], (i) fingered dry EEG harness [15], (j) dry/noncontact EEG
headband [14], (k) dry active electrode [45] and (l) ENOBIO wireless dry sensor.

cardiac and neurological monitoring. Examples of systems in
their applications environments for clinical ECG and EEG use
are illustrated in Fig. 8.
A. ECG
It is unlikely that dry electrodes will ever replace the adhesive,
wet Ag/AgCl for in-hospital use. Standard electrodes adhere
well to the body, are robust, inexpensive and simple. Properly
used, wet electrodes provide an excellent signal. Dry or noncontact electrodes offer few advantages for the majority of hospital applications, while adding cost and complexity (such as the
for active electrode circuitry). It is worth noting, however, that
for situations where patients with extremely sensitive skin (i.e.,
burn units [46], neonatal care [47], [48] ), dry and noncontact
electrodes may be desirable.
At a basic level, the Polar Heart Rate monitor is one wellknown example, although nonclinical, of a dry electrode based
system for cardiac monitoring. The basic theme of a wearable,
dry-contact chest strap/harness has been demonstrated by several authors [13], [41] and at least one known medical device
company (Monebo). They provide a very easy way to continuously obtain a 1-lead ECG. Given the right analysis and wireless
clinical infrastructure, dry-contact chest straps may prove to be
a viable tool for long-term cardiac monitoring. With noncontact
sensors, it is also possible to build a strap/harness that can be
worn on top of a t-shirt [14], with electrodes placed in approximate positions to provide a derived 12-lead ECG [14]. Motion
artifacts and chest tightness, however, remain a difficulty with
wearable, noncontact systems.
Small bandage-like patches are even more convenient than
chest straps for long-term, mobile monitoring. Recent advancements in microelectronics electronics have made it possible
to integrate an entire ECG monitoring system within a small
patch. Yoo et al. presents an inductively powered ECG chest
patch [20], [49], [50] based on a single integrated circuit
mounted on a fabric substrate. A few commercial offerings
are also now on the market, in a somewhat larger form-factor

(Corventis, iRythm, Proteus). Unfortunately, the short electrode-to-electrode distance makes it impossible to obtain the
same waveform as even a standard 1-lead ECG, although the
QRS complex is readily visible in the most cases. These devices have the potential to be highly useful for basic long-term
cardiac monitoring, such as arrhythmia detection.
Besides mobile wearable devices, noncontact electrodes have
been used for rapidly obtaining chest body surface potential
maps (BSPM). In fact, the first demonstration of noncontact
electrodes [29] was for a chest array. Newer versions have been
developed, mounted on a standard tablet PC [51]. Noncontact
electrodes have a distinct advantage since they can be taken
through clothing without any preparation. However, it is not
clear what the clinical advantages are for noncontact BSPMs,
especially in light of the noise and frequency responses of noncontact electrodes. A contact version, perhaps embedded within
a tight garment, could prove useful, provided the extra information over a 12-lead ECG is clinically relevant.
Clinical ECG monitoring devices have traditionally required
patients to wear a device on the body. With the exception of an
implantable monitor, all of these systems require some degree of
patient intervention and compliance. The advent of noncontact
electrode technology has made it possible to integrate cardiac
monitoring devices unobtrusively in the environment. Several
attempts have been made to integrate electrodes in beds [28],
chairs [34], [43], [52] and even bathtubs [53] and toilets [35].
Obtaining signs of cardiac activity through an air gap (40 cm)
is also possible [54]. Unfortunately, signal quality from these
devices is typically quite poor and riddled with motion artifact,
noise and interference problems. At present, nothing has progressed beyond a basic proof-of-concept. More detailed clinical
studies are required to find out if the degree of monitoring provided by beds and chairs is clinically useful.
B. EEG
Unlike ECG, which has a long and established clinical practice of outpatient monitoring systems, the difficulty in preparing
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Fig. 9. Noncontact EEG headband and data from both frontal and occipital electrodes [14].

a patient and data interpretation has largely limited brain monitoring to in-hospital settings. With the exception of an EEG
counter part to the 24/48-hour ECG Holter device, mobile clinical EEG devices are still rarely used today. However, there does
exist a strong need and interest for EEG monitoring for medical
conditions such as sleep apnea, epilepsy and traumatic brain injury. Thus, novel applications and uses are even more critical
for the success of dry electrode technology for EEG. Thus, it is
expected that these wireless, outpatient EEG-based neural monitoring systems will become much more commonplace in the
near future. A robust and patient-friendly dry electrode system
will be a significant contribution to this field.
At this time, there exists no clinical dry/noncontact EEG device on the market. Several commercial offerings have been
made mostly with a consumer focus for entertainment (Neurosky), sleep/wellness (Zeo) and marketing (Emsense). However, there has been significant activity with using dry EEG systems for research use [15], [44], [55].
Sullivan et al. presented an architecture for high-density, dryelectrode EEG based around the concept of integrating the entire
signal processing (amplification, filtering, digitizing) chain on
top of a dry MEMS electrode [44] . This enables electrodes to be
easily daisy-chained and expanded with only one common wire,
significantly reducing the clutter associated with a conventional
EEG system. It is easily wearable and provides access to the
forehead locations without gels or other preparation.
Monitoring of user attention or alertness is another area that
has been explored as a candidate for dry-contact EEG. Several
headsets have been developed with this in mind [15], [45]. In
2009, Tsai et al. presented a detailed study of using dry-contact
EEG sensors to monitor for driver drowsiness [45].
Fig. 9 shows a prototype dry EEG system that was able
to acquire signals from the back of the head, albeit with a
very tight band. Successfully obtaining signals from dry hair,
without preparation, is an ongoing area of development for
EEG systems.

V. CONCLUSION
From an electronics perspective, almost all of the circuit design issues are now well understood and well described in literature, from achieving high common-mode rejection to building
micropower circuitry. In essence, a modern FET-input amplifier
configured in unity-gain will be more than sufficient to buffer
signals from virtually any electrode. Achieving a sufficiently
high input impedance is not a problem for the majority of cases.
Input offsets are problematic, but DC-coupled instrumentation
with very low gains (0 dB) and high-resolution ADCs (24-bit)
can tolerate large electrode offsets. Except for esoteric applications, such as ECG sensing through a large air-gap, it is unlikely
any circuit innovation directly at the electrode will be highly
useful. It goes without saying, however, that there is much room
for circuit/electronics innovation at the system level for building
integrated, wearable and wireless biopotential sensors.
Resolving the difficulties with motion artifacts remains the
unsolved challenge in mobile, wearable ECG/EEG sensor systems. Unlike circuit characterization which involves standard,
easily simulated and readily measured parameters like noise,
gain and power consumption, motion artifacts are ill-defined
and subject to human variability. In addition, different types of
electrodes suffer from artifacts from distinct sources. The lack
of quantifiable merits compounded with the difficulty in obtaining measurements has resulted in less attention in this area.
In addition, fully understanding and characterizing the origin
of skin-electrode noise is another under-addressed area in this
field. It is well known that the noise level, while strongly correlated with skin impedance, far exceeds the amount predicted
by thermal noise at low frequencies [4]. It has been theorized
that the redox reaction at the electrode accounts for the
characteristic with wet Ag/AgCl electrodes [4]. It has not been
established that electrochemical noise contributes to capacitively coupled noncontact sensors, since redox reactions do not
take place across the interface. Our theory and experimental
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observations have shown that for noncontact electrodes, the
thermal noise model is more accurate and provides some clear
guidelines for design considerations in the electrode interface.
Again the lack of standard measurement methods combined
with human variability makes an objective comparison scarce
and difficult. An establishment of a clear measurement protocol followed by detailed, objective, comparisons of the noise
behavior of all electrode types will be highly illuminating.
Overall, there also needs to be a greater emphasis on the materials, packaging, signal processing and systems level. The ultimate solution will likely be a combination of some circuit design, but even more a matter of innovative mechanical construction and signal processing. Efforts directed in that direction are
expected to yield significant returns for this field.
APPENDIX
ELECTRICAL NOISE MODEL
From the definition of voltage gain and input referred voltage
noise of the amplifier, ignoring dynamics, the output voltage is
given by
(11)
Similarly, KCL at the input node of the amplifier in the diagram
of Fig. 4 yields
(12)
Elimination of

from (11) and (12) leads to
(13)
(14)

and
which together with
retrieves the electrical model (1) with signal voltage gain
(2) and source input-referred voltage noise (3).
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